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Abstract. We present several complexity results related to generation and counting of all circuits of an
independence system. Our motivation to study these problems is their relevance in the solution of resource
constrained scheduling problems, where an independence system arises as the subsets of jobs that may be
scheduled simultaneously. We are interested in the circuits of this system, the so-called minimal forbidden
sets, which are minimal subsets of jobs that must not be scheduled simultaneously. As a consequence of the
complexity results for general independence systems, we obtain several complexity results in the context of
resource constrained scheduling. On that account, we propose and analyze a simple backtracking algorithm
thatgeneratesallminimalforbiddensetsforsuchproblems.Theperformanceofthisalgorithm,incomparison
to a previously suggested divide-and-conquer approach, is evaluated empirically using instances from the
project scheduling library PSPLIB.
Key words. Independence system – Circuit – Enumeration – Counting – Project scheduling – Resource
constraints – Forbidden set
1. Introduction
Given a ﬁnite ground set V, an independence system is a family I of subsets of V with
the following property: Any subset of any member of I also belongs to I. A subset of
V that belongs to I is called independent, otherwise dependent. The inclusion-maximal
independent sets are the bases of I, and the inclusion-minimal dependent sets are the
circuits of I. Given a membership oracle for an independence system, we are primarily
interested in the generation of all circuits of the system. Since the output size of such a
problemcanbeexponentialintermsofitsinputsize,thecomplexityismeasuredinterms
of both in– and output size of the problem.An algorithm that is polynomial in terms of
the in– and output size of the problem is called a polynomial total time algorithm [13].
Our motivation to study this problem is its importance in the solution of resource
constrained (stochastic) scheduling problems. There, an independence system arises as
the subsets of jobs that may be scheduled simultaneously. The circuits are either pairs
of jobs which are linked by a precedence constraint, or the minimal forbidden sets.
The latter are deﬁned as minimal subsets of jobs with the following two properties: the
jobs are pairwise not linked by a precedence constraint, yet they must not be scheduled
simultaneously, due to one or several scarce resource types that are required to process
the jobs. In order to compute and evaluate certain scheduling policies for (stochastic)
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resource constrained scheduling problems, a complete list of the minimal forbidden sets
is sometimes necessary [24]. The problem to generate all minimal forbidden sets is
equivalent to the problem to generate all minimally infeasible 0/1-vectors for a certain
linear inequality system Ax ≤ b. We show that this generation problem, in general,
cannot have a polynomial total time algorithm, unless P = NP.A related problem is that
of computing the number of minimal forbidden sets without explicitly generating them.
The problem is interesting too, because this number gives an indication of the practical
tractability of the scheduling problem [22, 5]. We show that this counting problem is
#P-complete.Thelatterresultevenholdsforspecialcaseswherethegenerationproblem
is still solvable in polynomial total time.Apart from these basic problems, several other
issues play a role in the context of minimal forbidden set generation, the complexity of
which will be discussed as well.





algorithm. Hence, it is particularly a polynomial total time algorithm. This polynomial
special case nicely complements some of the previously established hardness results.
Eventhoughexamplesshowthatouralgorithm,ingeneral,canrequireexponentialcom-
putation time in terms of the in- and output size, a computational study with instances
from the scheduling problem library PSPLIB exhibits signiﬁcantly improved perfor-
mance compared to a previously suggested, also non-polynomial divide-and-conquer
approach of Lawler, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan [15] and Bartusch [4], respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses several complexity results
related to generation and counting of the circuits of independence systems. In Section 3,
we discuss the independence system that arises in resource-constrained scheduling, we
review the consequences of the complexity results in the scheduling context, and pro-
pose and analyze a simple backtracking algorithm that generates all minimal forbidden
sets for an arbitrary resource constrained scheduling problem. Section 4 presents our
computational results with the proposed algorithm, based on scheduling instances from
the PSPLIB. We conclude with some remarks in Section 5.
2. General independence systems
Throughout the paper let V be a ﬁnite set with |V|=n.A family I ⊆ 2V is an indepen-
dence system if for any I ∈ I and any I  ⊆ I we have I  ∈ I.An independent set I ∈ I
is a basis if there is no I  ∈ I with I ⊂ I . The sets not in I are called dependent sets,
and a dependent set is a circuit if any proper subset is independent. By B we denote the
family of all bases of I, and by C we denote the family of all circuits of I.
2.1. Complexity of generation problems
The following deﬁnitions for generation problems are given in [13]. Unless speciﬁed
otherwise, we assume that the family F ⊆ 2V is given by a membership-oracle that
answers any query in time polynomial in n. (If the oracle has a different time complex-
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Deﬁnition 1. A family F has a polynomial total time algorithm if an algorithm exists
that outputs all elements of F, in time polynomial in n and |F|.
Givenasub-collectionX ⊆ F,theincrementsproblem istheproblemtoeithercompute
a new element in F \ X or decide that X = F.
Deﬁnition 2. A family F has an incremental polynomial time algorithm if an algorithm
exists that solves the increments problem for any X ⊆ F, in time polynomial in n
and |X|.
Deﬁnition 3. A family F has a polynomial delay algorithm if an algorithm exists that
outputs all elements of F, and the time to the ﬁrst output, as well as the time between
the output of any two successive elements of F, is polynomial in n.
It is not hard to see that any polynomial delay algorithm yields an incremental polyno-
mial time algorithm, and an incremental polynomial time algorithm yields a polynomial
total time algorithm. The reverse, however, need not be true in general.
2.2. Bases and circuits: The general case
We start with the following result by Lawler, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan [15].
Theorem 1 ([15]). Unless P = NP, there exists no polynomial total time algorithm that
generates the bases B of any independence system I.
The proof uses a reduction from the decision version of the NP-complete problem
Satisfiability [10]. Given an arbitrary independence system I, the complements of
its dependent sets deﬁne another, dual independence system, call it ID. Since the bases
of ID are the circuits of I, and since the oracle for I can be used as (polynomial time)
oracle for ID as well, we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Unless P = NP, there exists no polynomial total time algorithm that gen-
erates the circuits C of any independence system I.
2.3. Bases and circuits of linear inequality systems
Next, let us introduce a more explicit realization of the membership-oracle for indepen-
dence systems.
Deﬁnition 4 (Linear system). Given an arbitrary independence system I, and given an
m × n matrix A and an m-vector b, Ax ≤ b is a linear system for I if the independent
sets of I are precisely the index sets of the feasible 0/1-solutions of Ax ≤ b.
It is an immediate observation that such a linear system always exists; this observa-
tion is an equivalent formulation of the well known fact that any independence sys-
tem is the intersection of ﬁnitely many matroids: Given an independence system I, let
C ={ C1,...,C m} be a list of all circuits. Denote by a(C)the characteristic vector of a188 F. Stork, M. Uetz
set C ∈ C,s oa(C)j = 1i fj ∈ C and a(C)j = 0 otherwise. Then introduce for each
C ∈ C one linear constraint
 
j∈V
a(C)j xj ≤| C|−1.
If A denotes the matrix of all m (row-)vectors a(C), and b is the m-vector of the cor-
responding right hand sides, the feasible 0/1-solutions of Ax ≤ b are precisely the
characteristic vectors of the independent sets of I. We thus obtain:
Fact 1. Any independence system I has a linear system Ax ≤ b.
Letusnowassumethatwearegivenanon-negative,integrallinearinequalitysystem
Ax ≤ b, and we are interested in the bases and circuits of the associated independence
system. In other words, given A ∈ Nm×n and b ∈ Nm, we are after the maximally
feasible and minimally infeasible 0/1-vectors for Ax ≤ b. It turns out that, in this case,
the generation problems for bases and circuits are no longer equivalent.
Theorem 2 ([6]).Thereexistsanincrementalquasi-polynomialtimealgorithmthatgen-
erates all maximally feasible 0/1-vectors of a non-negative, integral linear inequality
system Ax ≤ b.
Here,quasi-polynomialmeansthatthetimecomplexitytosolvetheincrementsproblem
is in the order O(d o(logd)), where d denotes the input size of the increments problem. In
particular, there is thus a quasi-polynomial total time algorithm for the generation of the
maximally feasible 0/1-vectors of Ax ≤ b. For the generation of minimally infeasible
0/1-vectors, however, we have the following negative result (see also [6]).
Theorem 3. UnlessP = NP,thereexistsnopolynomialtotaltimealgorithmthatgener-
ates the minimally infeasible 0/1-vectors of any non-negative, integral linear inequality
system Ax ≤ b.
Sincealinearinequalitysystemisselfreducible(thatis,ﬁxingofanyofthe0/1-variables
yields an integral linear inequality system again), the proof can be derived from the fact
that the corresponding increments problem has been shown to be NP-complete [6]. The
reason is that, for self reducible problems, a total polynomial time algorithm also yields
an incremental polynomial time algorithm: Given any X ⊆ F, and a total polynomial
time algorithm with running time p(n,|F|), the algorithm terminates after p(n,|X|)
time without outputting a set not in X if and only if X = F.I fX  = F, successively ﬁx-
ing the 0/1-variables, and calling the total polynomial time algorithm on the respective
sub-problems, a member of F \X can be generated in time polynomial in n and |X| as
well. For the sake of completeness, however, we next give a direct proof of Theorem 3
that builds on the same idea as the proof in [6].
Proof of Theorem 3. For A ∈ Nm×n and b ∈ Nm, let C be the minimally infeasible
0/1-vectors for Ax ≤ b, and assume that there is a polynomial total time algorithm that
generates all elements of C, its running time bounded by the polynomial p(m,n,|C|).
Consider the NP-complete decision problem Independent Set [10]: Given an undi-
rected graph G = (V,E) and k ∈ N, does G have an independent set of size at least k
or not? Given a graph G = (V,E) and k ∈ N, deﬁne a 0/1-matrix A as the edge-nodeGeneration of circuits and minimal forbidden sets 189
incidence matrix of G, appended with one top row consisting of n ones. The right-hand
side is deﬁned as the (|E|+1)-vector b = (k − 1,1,...,1). Then C contains precisely
theedgesE ofG,aswellastheindependentsetsofGofsizeatleastk (ifexistent).Now
let the algorithm run for p(|E|+1,n,|E|) time. Then G has no independent set of size
k if and only if the algorithm has terminated in the allotted amount of time with output
C = E. Hence, the algorithm can be used to decide Independent Set in polynomial
time.    
2.4. Succinct linear systems
There may be different linear systems for a given independence system, and the con-
struction we presented in order to verify Fact 1 may be not the most economical one,
because there could be exponentially many circuits C, yet there could be a compact
linear system. Therefore, we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 5 (Threshold dimension). Given an arbitrary independence system I, the
threshold dimension t(I) of I is the minimum number of rows required in a linear
system Ax ≤ b for I.
This deﬁnition is the same as the threshold dimension of graphs [8], generalized to hy-
pergraphs (independence systems, respectively). By the construction preceding Fact 1,
the threshold dimension is always bounded from above by the number of circuits |C|.
If the threshold dimension is 1, the independence system is just the feasible 0/1-solu-
tions of a singleton knapsack inequality. It is not hard to see that, even in this case, the
number of circuits can be exponential in n (take, for example, the knapsack inequality  n
j=1 xj ≤  n/2 ). The following example shows an independence system where the
threshold dimension equals the number of circuits, and both are exponential in n.
Example 1. Let V ={ 1,...,2n}, and let V1 ={ 1,...,n}, V2 ={ n + 1,...,2n} be
a partition of V. Now for any U ⊆ V1, deﬁne a corresponding W(U) ={ u + n | u  ∈
U}⊆V2, and let C ={ U ∪ W(U)| U ⊆ V1,∅  = U  = V1}. An independence system
I is deﬁned by all subsets of V that do not contain any of the sets in C.
There are 2n − 2 circuits by deﬁnition. Clearly, all subsets of V1 are independent sets,
as are all subsets of V2. Hence, if we take two distinct, nonempty subsets U1,U 2 ⊂ V1,
then two different linear inequalities are violated by U1 ∪ W(U1) and U2 ∪ W(U2),
because otherwise one of the sets U1 ∪U2 ⊆ V1 or W(U1)∪W(U2) ⊆ V2 would not be
independent. Hence, two different linear inequalities are required for any two distinct,
nonemptysubsetsU1,U 2 ⊂ V1.Therefore,atleast2n−2linearinequalitiesarerequired
in any linear system, and the threshold dimension is 2n − 2.
Let us conclude with a remark on the computation of the threshold dimension t(I).
To this end, recall that the computation of the threshold dimension of a graph is known
to be NP-hard [9]. Even the decision problem if the threshold dimension of a graph is
bounded from above by 3 is NP-complete [27].Assume we could compute the threshold
dimensiont(I)ofanarbitraryindependencesystemI intimepolynomialinnandt(I).
Then we could compute the threshold dimension of a graph in time polynomial in n and
|E|, because the circuits C of a graph are precisely its edges E, thus t(I) ≤| E|. Hence,190 F. Stork, M. Uetz
we could compute the threshold dimension of a graph in time polynomial in n. In other
words:
Fact 2. The computation of the threshold dimension t(I) of an arbitrary independence
system I is not possible in time polynomial in n and t(I), unless P = NP.
2.5. Recognition and counting of circuits
A set U ⊆ V is a circuit of I if and only if it is dependent and for all j ∈ U the subsets
U \{j}areindependent.Bycallingtheoracle|U|+1times,wecanverifyifU isindeed
a circuit or not. If U is a dependent set but not a circuit, after at most |U|−1 successive
removals of elements of U, we must obtain some circuit C with C ⊆ U. Hence, the
computation of such subset C requires O(n 2 ) calls of the oracle.
Fact 3. Let a membership oracle for an arbitrary independence system I and some
dependent set U ⊆ V be given. Then a circuit C of I with C ⊆ U can be computed in
(oracle-)polynomial time. In particular, the recognition problem for circuits is solvable
in (oracle-)polynomial time.
The question whether an independent set can be extended to a circuit turns out to be
considerably harder.
Theorem 4. LetamembershiporacleforanarbitraryindependencesystemI andsome
independentsetU ⊆ V begiven.Thenthedecisionproblemwhetherthereexistsacircuit
C of I with U ⊆ C is NP-complete.
Proof. First, the problem is easily seen to be in NP.The certiﬁcate is the circuit C itself,
and it can be veriﬁed in polynomial time by Fact 3.To show NP-hardness, we use a sim-
ple reduction of the NP-complete problem Partition [10]: Given n items of integral
weight aj > 0 with 2b =
 n
j=1 aj, is there a partition of the items into two subsets
of total weight b? Now deﬁne an independence system I by all index sets of feasible
0/1-solutions for the knapsack inequality
 n
j=0 ajxj ≤ b, where we let a0 := 1. This
knapsack inequality is the (polynomial) membership oracle for I. Then there exists a
circuit C which contains the subset U :={ 0} if and only if there is a solution of the
given instance of the Partition problem.    
Notice that the theorem holds even if the independence system is about the simplest
imaginable, namely the feasible solutions of a knapsack inequality.Also notice that, in a
different context, a statement analogous to Theorem 4 appears in [7]. There it is proved
that, given all prime implicants of a monotone boolean function f : {0,1}n →{ 0,1},i t
is NP-complete to decide if there exists a prime implicant of the dual f d that contains
a prescribed index set U ⊆{ 1,...,n}.
Letusﬁnallyaddressthequestionofcountingthecircuitsofanindependencesystem
without explicitly generating them. In other words, given an independence system I,
we just ask for the number of its circuits |C|. To this end, recall the complexity class #P
whichwasdeﬁnedforcountingproblemsin[25].Informally,acountingproblemisin#P
ifitcanbesolvedbycountingthenumberofacceptingcomputationsofacorresponding
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class are called #P-complete: an oracle for some #P-complete problem would yield an
(oracle-)polynomial time algorithm to solve any problem in #P. For example, counting
the number of Hamiltonian cycles in a graph, or counting the number of perfect match-
ings of a bipartite graph, are well known #P-complete counting problems. For further
details see [25, 26], [10], or [18].
Motivated by the scheduling applications that will be discussed in Section 3, let us
say that a linear system Ax ≤ b is of the unit-resource type if the matrix A has the fol-
lowing, special structure: Except for one row which can be arbitrary, A is the edge-node
incidence matrix of a comparability graph.
Theorem 5. LetamembershiporacleforanarbitraryindependencesystemI begiven.
Then the computation of the number of its circuits |C| is a #P-complete problem. This
also holds if the oracle is a linear system of the unit-resource type.
It follows already from Theorem 3 that, in general, a polynomial time algorithm for the
computation of |C| can only exist if P = NP. The reason is again the self-reducibility
of the underlying problem, which allows one to show that the generation problem for
C can be solved in incremental polynomial time if the counting problem can be solved
in polynomial time. Hence, the counting problem is NP-hard because of Theorem 3.
However, our proof yields #P-hardness of the counting problem, even for linear systems
of the unit-resource type. This cannot be concluded from Theorem 3, and in fact, in
Section 3 we show that the generation problem is no longer NP-hard for linear systems
of the unit-resource type.
Proof of Theorem 5. First it is not hard to see that the problem belongs to the class #P.
Given an independence system I and any subset U ⊆ V, we can verify in polynomial
timeifU isacircuitornot,usingFact3.SoconsideranondeterministicTuringmachine
that, on input I, computes an arbitrary subset U ⊆ V and accepts I if and only if U
is a circuit. The number of accepting computations of this Turing machine then equals
|C|. We show #P-hardness by a reduction from the problem to compute a maximum
cardinality anti-chain of a partially ordered set. The corresponding counting problem is
#P-complete[20].Soletapartiallyorderedset(V,≺)begiven.Anymaximumcardinal-
ity anti-chain of (V,≺) equals a maximum cardinality independent set in the underlying
comparability graph G = (V,E), where E ={ { i,j}|i ≺ j }. If we denote by d the
maximum cardinality of any anti-chain in (V,≺), then d is computable in time polyno-
mial in n by a reduction to a minimum ﬂow problem [16]. Furthermore, let |E| be the
number of edges of G, and observe that also |E| is computable in time polynomial in
n. Deﬁne an (|E|+1) × n matrix A as follows. The ﬁrst row of A only consists of n
ones.The remaining |E| rows are exactly the edge-node incidences of the comparability
graph G. Deﬁne an (|E|+1)-vector b := (d − 1,1,...,1). Then there are two clas-
ses of circuits of Ax ≤ b, the edges E of G and the maximum cardinality anti-chains
of (V,≺). Therefore, there are exactly |C|−| E| maximum cardinality anti-chains in
(V,≺). Hence, a polynomial time algorithm for the computation of |C| would yield a
polynomial time algorithm for the computation of the number of maximum cardinality
anti-chains of a partially ordered set.    192 F. Stork, M. Uetz
3. Generation of minimal forbidden sets in scheduling
In this section, we revert to our original motivation to study the generation and counting
problemsforcircuitsofindependencesystems,namelyresourceconstrainedscheduling.
3.1. Resource constrained scheduling and forbidden sets
Assume that V ={ 1,2,...,n} is a set of jobs has to be scheduled subject to both prece-
dence and resource constraints. Precedence constraints are given in the form of a partial
order ≺ on V,s o(V,≺) is a partially ordered set.Whenever i ≺ j, processing of j can-
not be started before i has been completed.We denote by G = (V,E) the comparability
graphassociatedto(V,≺),withedgesE ={ { i,j}|i  = j, i ≺ j},andlet|E|∈O(n 2 )
be the number of edges of G. In addition to the precedence constraints, the jobs need
different resource types, numbered k = 1,...,d, while being processed. A constant
amount of bk ≥ 0 units of each resource type k is available and each job j consumes
0 ≤ akj ≤ bk units of resource k while in process. In a feasible schedule, all precedence
constraints must be respected, and at any time t the total resource consumption of the





as described, a subset F ⊆ V of jobs is called a forbidden set if
(i) F is an anti-chain with respect to the partial order (V,≺), and
(ii) there exists some resource type k with
 
j∈F akj >b k.
If F is forbidden, but no proper subset of F is forbidden, then F is a minimal forbidden
set. By F ⊆ 2V we denote the collection of all minimal forbidden sets.
Notice that a forbidden set is an anti-chain of the partial order induced by the prece-
dence constraints. Therefore, it need not be the case that a superset of a forbidden set is
forbidden too. In other words, forbidden sets do not form a monotone system.
If I ⊆ 2V denotes the collection of subsets of jobs that can be feasibly scheduled
at the same time, I is an independence system. The subsets I ∈ I are also called fea-
sible subsets of jobs. The circuits C of I are the minimal subsets of jobs that cannot
be processed simultaneously. These are either minimal forbidden sets F ∈ F or pre-
cedence related pairs of jobs {i,j}∈E,s oC = E ∪ F. A linear system Ax ≤ b for
this independence system is obtained straightforwardly: The matrix A is deﬁned by the
resource requirements akj for all k = 1,...,dand all j = 1,...,n, appended with the
edge-nodeincidencematrixofthecomparabilitygraphG.Theright-handsideisdeﬁned
as b = (b1,...,b d,1,...,1).
3.2. Relevance of minimal forbidden sets
Theconceptofminimalforbiddensetsallowstogeneralizeconceptsfromthedisjunctive
graph model for machine- or shop scheduling problems [23, 2] to arbitrary resource-
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the resource conﬂict caused by each minimal forbidden set. This can be achieved in
several ways, for instance, by determining one waiting job for each minimal forbidden
setF ∈ F.Thewaitingjobmaybestartedonlyaftercompletionofatleastoneotherjob
from F.This deﬁnes the class of preselective scheduling policies [11, 12], which in turn
lead to combinatorial problems on graphs withAND/OR precedence constraints [17].
A major advantage of the concept minimal forbidden sets is the fact that it admits
a time-independent formulation of the resource constraints, hence it leads to combina-
torial algorithms for the solution of resource constrained scheduling problems. This is
in contrast to classical mathematical programming approaches which generally require
time-indexed variables [19].As a result, methods based on minimal forbidden sets usu-
ally carry over to stochastic scheduling problems where the processing times of jobs are
uncertain.Thisisthemotivationforourinterestingeneratingallminimalforbiddensets.
In fact, in order to compute an optimal preselective scheduling policy for a stochastic
resource-constrained scheduling problem, a complete list of all minimal forbidden sets
is required at the outset [24].
Apart from their necessity in stochastic resource-constrained scheduling, it was
pointed out in [22] that the system of minimal forbidden sets, together with the pre-
cedence constraints, constitutes the essential information that characterizes an instance
of a resource-constrained scheduling problem. Indeed, as there may be numerous linear
systems that describe the same independence system, there may be numerous different
values for resource-availability and -requirements that deﬁne the same system of mini-
mal forbidden sets. It is, however, the number and average size of the minimal forbidden
sets that gives a strong indication of the practical tractability of a particular problem
instance. This has been observed also in an application in deterministic, resource con-
strained project scheduling [5].
Finally, minimal forbidden sets are an important building block for certain integer
programming formulations for resource constrained scheduling problems, and in this
context may be used to derive cutting planes and even facets of the scheduling polyhe-
dron. This has has been pointed out, e.g. in [1].
3.3. Generation of minimal forbidden sets: complexity
The complexity results of Section 2 yield the following.
Corollary 2. Given a resource-constrained scheduling problem with n jobs and d
resource types, then
(i) in general, there does not exist a polynomial total time algorithm that generates
all minimal forbidden sets F, unless P = NP,
(ii) the computation of the number |F| of minimal forbidden sets is a #P-complete
problem, even if the number of resource types d equals 1,
(iii) given a forbidden set of jobs U, one can ﬁnd a minimal forbidden set F ∈ F with
F ⊆ U in time polynomial in n and d,
(iv) given a feasible set of jobs U, it is NP-complete to decide whether there exists a
minimal forbidden set F ∈ F with U ⊆ F.194 F. Stork, M. Uetz
Moreover, the following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 1. Let a resource-constrained scheduling problem with n jobs and d resource
types and a set of jobs U be given. Let S be a set, possibly empty, with S ⊆ V \U, then
one can decide in time polynomial in n and d if there exists a forbidden set F ⊆ V \ S
with U ⊆ F.
Notice that this lemma is non-trivial because forbidden sets do not form a monotone
system.
Proof. First we have to verify that the given set U is an anti-chain with respect to the
partially ordered set (V,≺). This can be done in O(n 2 ) time. Then deﬁne ak(U) :=  
j∈U akj.I fak( U)>b k for some k, U itself is forbidden. Otherwise we have to check
if there exists a resource type k and an anti-chain F with U ⊆ F ⊆ V \ S such that  
j∈F akj >b k. To this end, let W ⊆ V \ S be the set of all jobs j ∈ V \ S that are
not precedence related to any job in U (in other words, for any i ∈ W and any j ∈ U,
neither i ≺ j nor j ≺ i). Now, for each resource type k consider the induced subgraph
Gk(W) with nodes W, edges {{i,j}∈E | i,j ∈ W}, and node weights akj, j ∈ W.
If and only if the maximum weight independent set in Gk(W) exceeds bk − ak(U) for
some resource type k, there exists a forbidden set F with U ⊆ F ⊆ V \S.A maximum
weight independent set in Gk(W) can be computed in time polynomial in n by solving
a minimum ﬂow problem, because Gk(W) is by deﬁnition a comparability graph [16].
The overall time complexity is thus polynomial in n and d.    
3.4. Generation of minimal forbidden sets: algorithm
Inthissection,wedescribeasimplebacktrackingalgorithmwhichgeneratesallminimal
forbiddensetsF foranarbitraryinstanceofaresource-constrainedschedulingproblem.
3.4.1. Description of the algorithm. We generate subsets of V in a tree T where each
node u of T, except the root node, is associated to exactly one job j ∈ V (however, the
mapping of nodes of the tree to jobs is not an injection). Denote by u a node of T that is
associated to some job j ∈ V, then u has a descendant for each job i = j + 1,...,n.
The root of T has a descendant for each i ∈ V. Each node u, if associated to some job j,
deﬁnes a subset U ⊆ V with j ∈ U by traversing the tree from node u up to the root and
collecting the associated jobs on that path. With these deﬁnitions, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of nodes of T and the power set 2V of all subsets of
V. A tree T(F) which represents all minimal forbidden sets F is obtained from T by
depth-ﬁrst search, fathoming, and backtracking. A node u is discarded as soon as it is
clear that neither the corresponding set U nor any superset of U (that is located in the
subtree rooted at u) is a minimal forbidden set. This happens, for example, as soon as
there are two jobs i,j ∈ U with i ≺ j.I fU is a minimal forbidden set, the correspond-
ing node u is stored as a leaf of the tree T(F).I fU is an anti-chain of (V,≺) and not
forbidden, there may exist minimal forbidden sets F with U ⊂ F that are located in the
subtree rooted at the corresponding node u, hence branching is required on u. If a node
doesnotrepresentaminimalforbiddenset,anddoesnothaveanyfurtherdescendants,itGeneration of circuits and minimal forbidden sets 195
is deleted from the tree. (This deletion has to be done recursively.) Details can be found
in [24].
Let us give a small example. Let V ={ 1,2,3,4}, and let there be only one pre-
cedence constraint 1 ≺ 2. So the comparability graph G = (V,E) has only one edge
{1,2}. There is one resource type with availability b1 = 3, the resource requirement of
jobs is a11 = 3, a12 = 2, a13 = 1, and a14 = 1. The linear system for the independence


















The minimal forbidden sets are {1,3}, {1,4}, and {2,3,4}. Together with {1,2} these
are the circuits of the above linear system. Figure 1 depicts the trees T and T(F). Every
















Fig. 1. Example of the trees T and T(F).
3.4.2. Analysisofthealgorithm:oneresourcetype. Weshowthatthealgorithmcanbe
implementedtorunpolynomialinnand|F|,yieldingapolynomialtotaltimealgorithm,
for the case of only one resource type (d = 1). For convenience, denote by aj be the
resource consumption of jobs j ∈ V, and assume w.l.o.g. that a1 ≥ a2 ≥···≥an.
Lemma 2. If the jobs are considered in non-increasing order of resource requirements
aj, each forbidden set U found by the generic procedure in Section 3.4.1 is already
minimal forbidden.
Proof. Say a node u of the tree, associated to job j, corresponds to a forbidden set
U ={ j1,j 2 ...,j k = j}. Then, by construction, the set U \{ j} is not forbidden, and
since aj1 ≥ aj2 ≥···≥ajk = aj, also none of the sets U \{ ji} is forbidden, for all
i = 1,...,k− 1.    
Now, consider any node u of the tree, associated to some job j and a corresponding
subset U of jobs, and deﬁne S ={ 1,...,j}\U. Lemma 1 yields that we can decide
in time polynomial in n if there is a forbidden set F with U ⊆ F ⊆ V \ S. In other
words, we can use Lemma 1 as a polynomial time oracle to examine if some node u of
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however, Lemma 1 can even be used as a polynomial time oracle to examine if some
node u of T has a descendant that corresponds to some minimal forbidden set. Hence,
using this polynomial time oracle, one only needs to generate the nodes of T(F). Since
the number of nodes of the tree T(F) is obviously linear in n and |F|,w eh a v ep r o v e d
the following.
Theorem 6. Givenaresource-constrainedschedulingproblemwithnjobsandonlyone
resource type, there exists a polynomial total time algorithm that generates all minimal
forbidden sets F.
This seems to contradict Theorem 3, because the associated linear system Ax ≤ b,
which is of the unit resource type, has the same form as in the NP-hardness proof of
Theorem 3. However, that proof relies on that fact that Independent Set is NP-hard in
general, but the precedence constraints give rise to a comparability graph, a graph class
where Independent Set is polynomially solvable.
The above described algorithm even is a polynomial delay algorithm. To see this,
consider the required time between the output of two consecutive minimal forbidden
sets.As explained before, Lemmas 2 and 1 yield a polynomial time oracle to examine if
a given node u of T has a descendant that corresponds to a minimal forbidden set. Given
a leaf of T(F), at most n backtracks are required to reach the root. In each backtrack, at
most n nodes need to be examined by the oracle to check if another descendant exists
that corresponds to a minimal forbidden set. If yes, at most n2 further nodes need to
be examined by the oracle before the next minimal forbidden set is detected. Hence we
obtain:
Corollary 3. Given a resource-constrained scheduling problem with n jobs and only
one resource type, there exists a polynomial delay algorithm that generates all minimal
forbidden sets F.
For more than one resource type, the described algorithm may need to examine an
exponential number of nodes in terms of the number of jobs and minimal forbidden sets,
as demonstrated next.
Example 2. Let there be n2 jobs V ={ 1,...,n 2} and d = 2 resource types. The par-
tial order consists of n independent chains j ≺ j + 1 ≺ ··· ≺ j + n − 1 for all
j = 1,n+ 1,2n + 1,...,n 2 − n + 1. Only the last job of each chain, namely jobs
n,2n,...,n 2 are non-dummy jobs. The resource requirements for resource type 1 are
a1,n = a1,2n = n2,a1,3n = n−4,a1,4n = n−5,...,a1,n2−2n = 1,a1,n2−n = a1,n2 = 1,
and a1,j = 0 otherwise. For resource type 2 we have it reverse, so a2,n = a2,2n = 1,
a2,3n = 1, a2,4n = 2, ..., a2,n2−2n = n − 4, a2,n2−n = a2,n2 = n2, and a2,j = 0
otherwise. The resource availability is b1 = b2 = n2 + (n − 4)(n − 3)/2.
Here, F consists of six sets, namely {n,2n}, {n2 − n,n2}, and {i · n,3n,4n,...,n 2 −
2n,j·n}fori = 1,2andj = n−1,n.Hence|F|∈O(1)foranyn ∈ N,butthenumber
ofnodeswhichareexaminedwithinourbacktrackingalgorithmisexponentialinn,e ven
when the jobs are sorted lexicographically with respect to their resource requirements.
This is due to the fact that an exponential number of (non-minimal) forbidden sets is
generated. Example 2 also shows that the number of maximal feasible subsets of jobs
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3.4.3. Implementation of the algorithm: fathoming heuristics. In our implementation,
we only considered fast heuristics to decide if a node of the tree potentially leads to a
minimal forbidden set or not.
First,alsoforinstanceswithmorethanoneresourcetype,itiscomputationallymore
effective to consider the jobs in a suitable ordering. Therefore we identify a resource
type k with smallest ratio bk/
 
j∈V akj, and we assume that the jobs are numbered in
non-increasing order of their consumption of this resource type k.
Second, two jobs i and j cannot be in a common minimal forbidden set if i ≺ j.
In addition, we implemented two other tests to determine if no minimal forbidden set
contains both i and j. If the resources required by i and j are disjoint in the sense that
aki ·akj = 0 for all resource types k, then i and j together do not belong to any minimal
forbidden set. Moreover, let U be the set of jobs that are unrelated to both i and j with
respect to the precedence constraints. Then, if aki + akj +
 
 ∈U ak  ≤ bk for all k,
then i and j are not contained in a common minimal forbidden set either. These tests
are performed in a preprocessing, and the resulting information is stored in a Boolean
matrix in order to provide access in O(1) time.
Third, we implemented another heuristic which is particularly useful if resource
constraints are loose. For a given node u of the tree, associated to some node j, and
corresponding set of jobs U, we sum up the resource requirements of all jobs W ⊆
{j+1,...,n}thatarenotprecedence-relatedtoanyofthejobsinU.Thenif
 
 ∈U ak +  
 ∈W ak  ≤ bk for all k, the subtree emanating from node u can be discarded because
there cannot be any forbidden set in this subtree. (Notice that U ∪ W is not necessarily
an anti-chain, so it is not guaranteed that the subtree emanating from node u contains a
minimal forbidden set even if there is a k with
 
 ∈U ak  +
 
 ∈W ak  >b k.)
4. Computational results
We ﬁrst describe the computational setup and the benchmark instances, and then ana-
lyze the performance of the algorithm in dependence on different parameters which
have been used to generate the instances. This analysis is particularly of interest from
theschedulingperspective,sinceitprovidesadditionalinsightsintothenatureofthetest
set PSPLIB. Finally, we compare the performance of our algorithm with a previously
suggested divide-and-conquer approach.
4.1. Setup and benchmark instances
Our experiments were conducted on a Sun Ultra 1 with 143 MHz clock pulse operating
under Solaris 2.7.The code is written in C++ and has been compiled with the GNU g++
compiler version 2.91.66 using the -O3 optimization option. The memory was limited
to 50 MB.
We have tested the proposed algorithm on instances of the well-known benchmark
library PSPLIB [21] that was generated with the help of the instance generator Pro-
Gen [14].The library contains instances with 30, 60, 90, and 120 jobs, respectively.The
instanceshavebeengeneratedbymodifyingthreeparameters,(i)thenetworkcomplexity198 F. Stork, M. Uetz
(NC) which is the average number of direct successors of a job1, (ii) the resource factor
(RF) which is the average number of different resource types required to process a job
dividedbythetotalnumberofresourcetypes,and(iii)theresourcestrength(RS),which
isameasureofthescarcityoftheresources.Thelatterparameterliesintheinterval[0,1],
and the closer to 0, the scarcer are the resources. The ﬁrst two parameters have been
chosen NC ∈{ 1.5,1.8,2.1} and RF ∈{ 0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0}. The number of different
resource types is 4 for all instances. For the benchmark sets with 30, 60 and 90 jobs,
the resource strength RS has been chosen from {0.2,0.5,0.7,1.0}, while for instances
with 120 jobs it was chosen from {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5}. For each combination of the
parameters, 10 instances have been generated at random. This results in 480 instances
for each of instance sizes 30, 60, and 90, and 600 instances with 120 jobs. Notice that,
on average, the resources are scarcer for the instances with 120 jobs. Such instances are
known to be particularly hard with respect to optimization.
Let us brieﬂy comment on the above mentioned instance parameters. According to
Radermacher [22], instances are essentially equal if both precedence constraints and the
systems of minimal forbidden sets coincide. In this respect, the variation of the resource
factor RF does not necessarily lead to essentially different instances. For example, if
there is only one resource type and each job requires this resource, the resource factor
is obviously 1. However, the same system of minimal forbidden sets F can be rep-
resented by |F| different resource types, which may lead to a resource factor smaller
than 1. Moreover, instances with identical network complexity may have an essentially
different topology, hence also essentially different systems of minimal forbidden sets.
For example, for V ={ 1,...,4}, the precedence constraints given by the directed
arcs A1 :={ (1,2),(1,4),(3,4)} and A2 :={ (1,2),(2,3),(3,4)} both have a network
complexity NC = 3/4. While (V,≺2) is a chain, and therefore does not have any
non-trivial anti-chain, (V,≺1) has three non-trivial anti-chains. Nevertheless, our com-
putationalresultswiththePSPLIBinstancesshowthat,onaverage,thereisameaningful
correlation between all three parameters and the system of minimal forbidden sets.
4.2. Computational study
Table 1 shows for each test set the number of instances where all minimal forbidden
sets could be computed within the memory restriction of 50 MB (#solved). Moreover,
it shows the average and maximum number of minimal forbidden sets (∅ |F| and
max.|F|), as well as the average and maximum computation times (∅ CPU and max.
CPU, in seconds).As the table suggests, the algorithm easily computes all minimal for-
biddensetsfortheinstanceswith30jobs;thecomputationtimeisnegligible.Mostofthe
instances with 60 jobs can also be solved in short time, however, there already exist 17
instances for which all minimal forbidden sets could not be determined within the mem-
ory restriction of 50 MB (even with a limit of 500 MB, 7 instances remain unsolved).
For larger instances, the average memory requirement increases, yet does the algorithm
generate all minimal forbidden sets for more than half of the instances with 90 and 120
jobs, given the 50 MB memory requirement. Even for instances with 120 jobs, for all
1 The partial order (V,≺) is deﬁned by a directed acyclic graph G = (V,A) for these instances, and i ≺ j
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Table 1. Results with the 4 instance sets of the PSPLIB.
#jobs #inst. #solved ∅ |F| max.|F| ∅ CPU max.CPU
30 480 480 326 4,411 0.01 0.2
60 480 463 101,773 2,163,692 7 167
90 480 309 255,476 1,867,239 23 490
120 600 340 243,871 1,996,505 13 200
instances with scarce resources (RS = 0.1) or small resource factor (RF = 0.25), the
algorithm computes all minimal forbidden sets at an average total computation time of
less than 5 seconds.
Minimal forbidden set statistics. Figures 2 and 3 show how the average number and
cardinality of minimal forbidden sets depend on the instance parameters RS, RF, and
NC.Sincewedidnotobservethattheseparametersweresigniﬁcantlycorrelated,allﬁg-
ures are based on average values with respect to the instances with 30 jobs.As expected,
boththenumberandcardinalityofminimalforbiddensetsheavilydependontheinstance
parameters. Let us brieﬂy analyze the outcome of this evaluation.
The dependence of the average cardinality of minimal forbidden sets |F| on the
resource strength RS as shown in Figure 3 is intuitive; the scarcer the resources the
smaller are the minimal forbidden sets on average. With respect to the average number
of minimal forbidden sets |F| in dependence of the resource strength RS, it is notice-
able that this ﬁgure is small either if the resource strength RS is very low (0.2; scarce
resources) or very high (1.0; loose resource constraints). For scarce resources, this is
due to the fact that the minimal forbidden sets tend to be small, hence there are fewer
on average. This is also conﬁrmed by Figure 3. For loose resource constraints, already
many of the maximal anti-chains of the partial order are feasible, hence there are fewer
average |F|

















Fig. 2. The average number of minimal forbidden sets depending on the instance parameters RS (left), RF
(middle), and NC (right); for instances with 30 jobs.
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Fig. 3. The average cardinality of minimal forbidden sets depending on the instance parameters RS (left),
RF (middle), and NC (right); for instances with 30 jobs.200 F. Stork, M. Uetz
minimal forbidden sets at all, with larger cardinality on average.This is again conﬁrmed
by Figure 3.
Thebehavioroftheaveragecardinality|F|ofminimalforbiddensetsindependence
of the resource factor RF in Figure 3 can be explained as follows. If each job requires
only one or few resource types on average, that is, the resource factor RF is small, it
is likely that in a given anti chain there are pairs (i,j) of jobs with disjoint resource
requirements (aik ·ajk = 0 for all resource types k), hence minimal forbidden sets tend
to be smaller on average. Consequently, there are also fewer of them, as can be seen in
Figure 2.
With respect to the network complexity NC, our results show that both number
and cardinality of minimal forbidden sets trends down when the network complexity
NC increases. The reason is that, for the considered instances, the total number of pre-
cedence constraints (including transitive ones) increases with the network complexity.
Recall, however, that the network complexity is not a measure for the total number of
precedence constraints in general.
We also observe that the average cardinality of the minimal forbidden sets increases
with the number of jobs. The respective average values, based on the number of solved
instances as given in Table 1, are 3.5 (maximum 10) for 30 jobs, 4.9 (max. 16) for 60
jobs, 5.1 (max. 13) for 90 jobs, and 4.5 (max. 12) for 120 jobs. Notice that the average
and maximum cardinality is comparatively small for the test set with 120 jobs, which is
due to the fact that the resource strength parameters are smaller for these instances, and
also because 260 of the 600 instances could not be solved within our memory limitation
of 50 MB.
Computation times. Table 2 shows the average and maximum computation times
for our algorithm, both with and without the fathoming heuristics described in Sec-
tion 3.4.3. For the version without these heuristics, only the transitive closure of the
given precedence constraints has been taken into account to fathom nodes of the tree.
For both versions, the table displays the number of solved instances (#solved) and
the respective average and maximum total computation time in seconds (∅ CPU and
max. CPU, in seconds). The results conﬁrm that the fathoming heuristics proposed in
Section 3.4.3 are worthwhile. Figure 4 shows more details with respect to the total
computation times, based on the test set with 30 jobs. It is intuitive that the com-
putation times are small whenever there are only few, and small minimal forbidden
sets, and large if there are many and large minimal forbidden sets. This is validated by
Figure 4.
Table 2. Results of fathoming heuristics; for instances with 30 and 60 jobs.
#jobs #solved ∅ CPU max. CPU
with fathoming 30 480 0.01 0.2
no fathoming 30 480 0.04 0.5
with fathoming 60 463 7 167
no fathoming 60 446 145 6,280Generation of circuits and minimal forbidden sets 201
CPU (ms) CPU (ms)
















Fig. 4. The average total computation time (in msec.) depending on the parameters RS (left), RF (middle),
and NC (right); for instances with 30 jobs.
For the average computation times per minimal forbidden set we observed the fol-
lowing: If the resource strength RS is loose (RS = 1.0), and particularly if the resource
factor is small (RF = 0.25 or RF = 0.5), the average computation time per minimal
forbiddensetiscomparativelylarge:inthesecases,itaveragesat0.055ms,comparedtoa
grandaverageofbelow0.03ms.Thiscannotbeexplainedbythesizeoftheminimalfor-
bidden sets. Indeed, particularly in these cases, the algorithm generates a comparatively
large number of eventually unnecessary nodes (forbidden, but not minimal forbidden
sets). In this context it is worthy to note that, without the fathoming heuristics, this is
even more striking: for the instances with RF = 0.25, the average computation time per
minimal forbidden set increases from 0.055 ms to as much as 1.65 ms, the total average
computation time rising from 1.4 ms to 41 ms.
Divide-and-conquer algorithms. We have also tested a divide-and-conquer algorithm
which is essentially equivalent to an approach that was previously suggested in [15]. In
the context of scheduling problems, an analogous algorithm was suggested in [4]; see
also [3]. The idea is as follows. Partition the given scheduling instance, say S, into d
instances S1,...,S d, where each Sk consists of jobs which require a positive amount of
resource type k, k = 1,...,d. Then, for each Sk, the set of minimal forbidden sets Fk
is generated with respect to resource type k only.This has the advantage that each of the
subproblems can be solved in polynomial total time (Theorem 6). The systems of min-
imal forbidden sets Fk for the subproblems Sk, however, may be exponential in terms
of F itself, and the efﬁcient computation of the inclusion-minimal subsets of
 
k Fk
constitutes a non-trivial problem in its own. Based on the instances from the PSPLIB we
havecomparedthetimerequiredtocomputethetreeT(F)usingthealgorithmproposed
inthispaperwiththeoveralltimerequiredtocomputethesetsFk forallpartialinstances
Sk. It turned out that these computation times are in fact comparable, however, for only
a handful instances the divide-and-conquer approach was more efﬁcient. In particular,
this comparison does not yet take into account the overhead required to compute the
inclusion-minimal subsets of
 
k Fk. In fact, using a straightforward implementation
(see, e.g. [15, Sect.4.6] for an approach how to avoid duplication), this task requires far
more computation time than the generation of the collection
 
k Fk itself.
Memory requirements. It is obvious that the data structure given by the tree T(F) is
more efﬁcient in comparison to an ordinary list representation of F. In our experiments,
the memory requirement could be reduced by 50% on average.202 F. Stork, M. Uetz
5. Concluding remarks
We discussed several complexity issues related to the generation of the circuits of an
independence system, along with their consequences in resource constrained schedul-
ing.At this point it remains open if Theorem 6 can be generalized also to problems with
a constant number of resource types (but an arbitrary number of precedence constrained
jobs).
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